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Wouldn t it be nice to always have exactly the right kind of map, whatever your needs may be? You
will, with the uniquely versatile DeLorme Atlas & Gazetteer Series. These topographic atlases cover
individual states with the most comprehensive detail available, including back roads, backwater
lakes and streams, boat ramps, forests, wetlands, trailheads, campgrounds, public lands, prime
hunting and fishing spots, and countless landmarks and points of interest. You ll also find a wealth
of information on everything from family outings to wilderness adventures. The Atlas & Gazetteer is
ideal for outdoor recreation, business travel, home or office reference, and countless other uses.
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We've used Gazetteer maps for decades. When you need detailed maps for an area, including all
the little podunk back roads, you just can't beat these. "Well, I use my GPS!", I hear someone
saying. Yes, I use a GPS in the form of my Android phone. It's a great little device, but sometimes I
lose a signal and -- crud! -- the phone reboots for some reason or the focus is lost on my navigation.
Then the phone tries to access its data connection to no avail. It's good to have a backup plan. Just
sayin'. This atlas is a must-have in your car. Pick your state and be prepared!

I love the idea of this map, but it is not as detailed as I would liked it to have been. If you live in the
city like we do, a lot of streets are missing. The producer of this map should have at least added
extra pages for larger cities to be shown in more detail (like Akron, Cleveland, etc.). I would be

willing to pay more for a map that had more detail.Other than that, this is a very useful map when
you are in Holmes county. But if you are not very good at directions or reading maps, you would still
do better with more detail, even in smaller cities.

old school but well detailed. My NAV system is rigid and inflexible and makes it hard to plan the best
routes. These map books are very detailed at a scale that really helps when out on the road. They
aren't as good for navigating through towns, but perfect for exploring the country side. too bad they
are discontinued, but you can still find them on the secondary market.

Delormes are the best maps made they show every little road even farm roads in the state. So
maps will show you little off shot road that you have to drive through small creeks to get to even!
This map rocks if you like to be out in the country like we do. We carry them in both our cars always!

I am relatively new to Northeast Ohio and bought this as a way to know the state better. When cities
or areas are mentioned in books, television, and radio I refer to this Atlas to see where the particular
city is. I found this book to be accurate and easy to read and understand. It is detailed, and is very
well organized in its detail.

We picked up our first Ohio Atlas and Gazetteer back when we were living in Ohio for a three and a
half year period. I found it most useful for exploring an area and finding off-the-beaten-path
locations. Time and again we were able to take lightly-traveled shortcuts that avoided towns and
saved us time. The gazetteer is great not just for finding time and gas-saving routes. But for those of
us who are interested in topographical features, out of the way lakes and little ponds, and even the
smallest of streams and creeks, the Gazetteer can't be beat. You'll find all of these and more in the
Gazetteer. Because I've traveled extensively throughout the greater Midwest I've collected
Gazetteers from a number of states, and I've never been disappointed.

These Gazateers are a must for traveling to a new location, they will point out points of interest on a
county level and show you the State and private camping areas, as well as giving you a brief write
up on places to see and things to do. It will also show you bike trails, as well as hiking trails that one
may wish to utilize. They can be a real must for when traveling to a new state.

I bought this for a cross-state trip with my 13YO son in our 1979 MGB. He was the navigator. About

two hours into the trip he missed a turn, but then we passed a lake. He saw the lake on the map and
concluded we were off course. This map has great detail and we take it whenever we go on an
outing. In this day of Google Map directions and GPS, having a map like this to refer to is a pleasant
-- and useful -- alternative
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